EDITORIAL

Thirty Years of Scholarship and Debate: Advancing the Right to Health

JOSEPH J. AMON AND CARMEL WILLIAMS

Last year marked the 75th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. As anniversaries go, it was kind of a quiet one, with global conflicts and crises calling into question whether human rights are mere aspirations or truly fundamental—and useful—tools for advancing human dignity and equality.

The idea of a right to health, however, predates the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, having been included two years earlier in the 1946 Constitution of the World Health Organization (WHO), whose preamble says that “the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of every human being without distinction of race, religion, political belief, economic or social condition,” and today the right is now included in over 115 national constitutions.¹

Almost immediately, however, the right to health was contested, caught up in Cold War tensions between civil and political rights versus economic and social ones, and WHO, after a change in leadership, stepped away from its promotion of a right to health—and, more broadly, social medicine—toward a more technocratic and biomedical orientation.²

Reflecting these lingering tensions some 45 years later in the first issue of Health and Human Rights, Jonathan Mann, the journal’s founding editor, wrote:

_We have created this new journal, Health and Human Rights, to inform and expand the space within which ideas about the intersection between health and human rights can venture forth into the world, to be cited and criticized, debated and discussed, torn down and built up._³

This “new beginning,” now 30 years old, and this goal, continue to drive the journal forward.

In the spirit of informing and expanding debate and understanding of the intersection between health and human rights, we asked a number of authors of early articles published by the journal to look back and reflect on the issues raised and what progress—or regress—has occurred since their publication. We also invited members of our Executive Editorial Committee to contribute their views on any paper from the first volume to consider how far we have come or otherwise.

Each of these contributions tells part of the story of the development of the journal and of the field more generally—and often, as is the case with the contributions by Sofia Gruskin and Stephen Marks, of
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personal journeys alongside the development of a journal and a discipline.  

Sofia Gruskin’s contribution reflects on the foundational article from the first issue that she coauthored with Jonathan Mann, Lawrence Gostin, Troyen Brennan, Zita Lazzarini, and Harvey V. Fineberg, entitled simply “Health and Human Rights.” She highlights how the ground has since shifted from discussions of “why link health and human rights” to “how to do it? What does it mean to do so in practice?” On rereading the foundational article, Gruskin finds that it not only is a piece of history but remains a living document.

Stephen Marks attended the first two health and human rights conferences organized and reported on by the journal and found his life transformed by them. The enthusiasm of conference participants resulted in the completion of five tasks set at the first conference, one of which contributed to the launch of *Health and Human Rights*. He concludes that “ideas do change the world, and the linkage of human rights and health work is one of those ideas.”

Lawrence Gostin and Eric Friedman reexamine Gostin and Mann’s article on health and human rights impact assessment, also from the first issue, which combines a personal history and historical perspective of the influence of the global HIV/AIDS pandemic on the emerging health and human rights field. The impact assessment approach described in the original article laid out a view of health and human rights as a pragmatic tool, speaking in a language and a “checklist” orientation familiar to public health practitioners, emphasizing such steps as evaluating policy effectiveness and assessing the necessity for coerciveness. Thirty years later, they believe that impact assessments remain necessary but could be even more forceful with increased emphasis on equity, participation, and accountability.

Sharifah Sekalala and Kene Esom also reflect on HIV, and risks that arise from overlooking structural inequalities and the indivisibility of all human rights. They focus on Mark Heywood and Morna Cornell’s paper “Human Rights and AIDS in South Africa: From Right Margin to Left Margin,” which examined South Africa’s apartheid struggle and asserted that despite efforts to develop a bold national HIV/AIDS policy, the failure to integrate social and economic rights would render its response ineffective. Sekalala and Esom note the remarkable progress South Africa has made in the fight against HIV/AIDS, but they highlight that deep inequalities remain and that the absence of a human rights-based response with the rights of structurally marginalized groups at the center leaves South Africa grappling to address other health challenges and pandemics.

Finally, the current United Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur on the right to health, Tlaleng Mofokeng, examines Lynn Freedman’s 1995 article “Reflections on Emerging Frameworks of Health and Human Rights.” Like many of the articles in the first volume of the journal, Freedman emphasized how the “analytical tools of public health can be used in conjunction with emerging theories of human rights” to advance women’s reproductive health and rights. Mofokeng expounds on Freedman’s belief in using advocacy as an inherently subversive tool to challenge sociopolitical norms that both produce and sustain ill health. She explains that in her UN mandate, she uses anti-racist, anti-colonial analyses and employs intersectional frameworks to advocate for substantive equality to fulfill health rights.

Collectively, these commentaries speak both to progress and to ongoing struggles in the effort to expand understanding and realization of the right to health. Thirty years on, there are still those who stubbornly debate that health (and other social and economic rights) does not deserve a full seat at the rights table alongside civil and political rights. They argue that negative rights—restrictions on governments’ actions—which relate to, for example, the prohibition of torture, arbitrary detention, and other civil and political rights abuses, are fundamentally different from positive rights, which promote the progressive realization of rights such as the rights to health, education, and shelter.

Since the founding of the journal, health and human rights scholars and activists have challenged this contention. In each issue, articles have pointed to the indivisibility of civil, political,
economic, social, and cultural rights. Irrespective of which specific health issue an author is addressing, achieving progress in preventing or treating it requires the understanding that all human rights must be respected. Scholars published in the journal were examining the “underlying” determinants of health long before they became more mainstream with WHO’s world report in 2008 on the social determinants of health. Over the past 30 years, the journal has published multiple articles on the environment, tuberculosis, compulsory drug dependency treatment, COVID-19, reproductive rights, disability rights, and more that have illustrated how both sets of rights influence health. In each case, recognizing this indivisibility strengthens efforts to uphold the right to health and protect vulnerable and marginalized communities.

For example, in the second volume, published in 1997, Alistair Iles wrote that “linkages between health and the environment are increasingly recognized, but human rights law still does not provide an adequate framework for dealing with those connections.” Today, there is a UN Special Rapporteur on human rights and the environment, who, along with organizations such as the Center for International Environmental Law and Human Rights Watch, recognizes the deep connections between human rights and health and the importance of addressing all civil, political, economic, and social rights in their research and advocacy.

Ten years ago, the journal assembled a special section on climate justice and the right to health, linking it to issues related to children’s rights, racism, and social justice, and in 2021 there were two special sections on both the climate crisis and ecological justice, which examined not just the indivisibility of human rights but also humanity and its interdependence with nature.

Articles on multidrug-resistant tuberculosis in the journal have addressed permissible and impermissible rights restrictions—including quarantine—as well as the importance, from a rights perspective and from a public health perspective, of community-based alternatives. These analyses, which insist on the indivisibility of all human rights, have proved equally important during the Ebola and COVID-19 outbreaks. Similarly, articles on compulsory drug detention, and on drug policy generally, including with regard to access to palliative care, have highlighted the inescapable indivisibility of all human rights.

Yet the challenges outlined by Mann in another editorial, “Human Rights and the New Public Health,” remain. In that editorial, Mann anticipated that public health professionals will resist a reframing of public health to recognize human rights as fundamental determinants of health, both because of a lack of familiarity with human rights and an unease with engaging beyond narrow, biomedical approaches.

Nonetheless, the journal’s archives show increasing confidence among contributors in developing human rights-based approaches and analyses. The term itself first appeared in the title of an article in the journal in 1998, “Human Rights Approaches to an Expanded Response to Address Women’s Vulnerability to HIV/AIDS,” which sought to identify effective strategies to address multiple components of vulnerability in addition to providing adequate health services. Thereafter, “rights-based approaches” became more frequent, and in her final article as editor in 2006, Gruskin wrote, “Human rights are now understood to offer a framework for action and for programming, even as they provide a compelling argument for government responsibility—both to provide health services and to alter the conditions that create, exacerbate, and perpetuate poverty, deprivation, marginalization, and discrimination.”


But in practice, the record is mixed.
nizations such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria have recognized the importance of rights-based approaches to remove barriers to access, uptake, and retention in prevention and treatment programs. WHO highlights rights violations related to the detention of hospital patients for being unable to pay their bill; violence against women, including abuses during childbirth and pregnancy and female genital mutilation; “conversion” therapy; and the denial of sexuality education, among other abuses, as critical to address in order to achieve a right to health for all. WHO also promotes rights-based approaches to health services, recently seen in its QualityRights training materials for people working in mental health and in its guidance on mental health services.

Other global health donors and actors are more reticent in recognizing the importance of rights and the need to overturn harmful laws, policies, and practices that impede the realization of the right to health. They may prefer to talk more broadly about “equity” than “rights,” failing to recognize linkages between the two—or intentionally avoiding the discussion of rights and questions of obligation. The concept of accountability can also be a challenge for UN agencies, donors, and other global health actors to accept—both in holding themselves accountable and in holding governments to account.

The journal’s archives, covering 30 years of articles, present an extraordinary range of topics. The journal has provided a platform for scholars, health and legal practitioners, and activists to address health concerns that especially affect marginalized and disadvantaged communities, along with the underlying inequalities and discrimination that leave communities so vulnerable to ill health and multiple rights violations. As Mofokeng expresses in her commentary, “We have to be committed to ending the systems of oppression that create those situations. This can be done only through an unwavering commitment to social justice, reproductive justice, economic justice, and racial justice. And the tools we have to get to justice are human rights.”

We invite you to contribute commentaries with your own reflections on the current state of the right to health and how far—or how little—we have advanced since our early volumes on the recognition of the right to health; on the integration of the right to health among bilateral and multilateral donor agencies; and on how the right to health is operationalized by community-based organizations worldwide. As always, we welcome critical and lively debate—or as Mann suggested, tearing down and building up.
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